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Abstract
Indoor localization of human objects has many important applications nowadays.
Proposed here is a new device free approach where all the transceiver devices are fixed
in an indoor environment so that the human target doesn’t need to carry any transceiver
device with them. This work proposes radio-frequency fingerprinting for the localization
of human targets which makes this even more convenient as radio-frequency wireless signals can be easily acquired using an existing wireless network in an indoor environment.
This work explores different avenues for optimal and effective placement of transmitter devices for better localization. In this work, an experimental environment is simulated using
the popular software Feko. The indoor geometry under study is first divided into several
zones and then the received signal-strength indicators (RSSIs) are measured by the receiving antennae which serve as input features to our designed innovative machine-learning
model to identify within which zone the target is. Our proposed machine-learning model,
a multi-resolution random-forest classifier is composed of a cascade architecture that integrates and distills learned results over various zoning resolutions. The proposed new multiresolution approach greatly outperforms the existing random-forest classifier. The average
Euclidean-distance error resulting from our proposed new technique is 1.25 meters.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Indoor Localization
Wireless intelligent systems have been drawing more and more research interest recently. A popular application is indoor localization and tracking of human object(s) using
wireless radio-frequency transmission techniques. Localizing humans in an arbitrary indoor
environment can be deemed quite critical for security and safety such as timely guidance
and tracking of first responders (see [1, 2]), clinical monitoring (see [3]), intrusion detection (see [4]), motion tracking (see [5]), and many more.
Although Global Positioning System (GPS) has been widely adopted for location
tracking in the free space (outdoors), they fail to localize any device carrier indoors.
Surveillance cameras may be deemed to provide a supplementary approach to track objects indoors (see [6]) but they do not perform well in low illumination and significant
lighting variations; meanwhile, they further impose privacy concerns. Besides, Bluetooth
and Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies, though already being used for
indoor localization, require extra hardware installation which is not always plausible in
reality [7, 8]. Nowadays, wireless access-points (such as WiFi adaptors and routers) are
ubiquitous indoors. The wireless radio-frequency fingerprinting for indoor localization
would be a cost-effective and convenient approach certainly.
1.2. Device Free Localization
Almost all of the existing works on indoor human-object localization require the
person(s) to be localized to carry either a transmitter or a receiver [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
This chapter was previously published as P. Neupane, H. -C. Wu, G. Liu, W. Xiang, J. Ye and S. Y.
Chang, “Novel Cascade Classifier Using Multiresolution Progressive Learning for Device-Free Indoor Localization,” in IEEE Sensors Letters, vol. 5, no. 11, pp. 1-4, Nov. 2021, Art no. 6002504. Reprinted by
permission of IEEE.
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This requirement poses an inconvenient device-dependent restriction for localization. In
reality, it is often impossible to make sure that a person to be tracked is always attached
with either a transmitter or a receiver. On the contrary, the “device-free” localization approach does not require the object being tracked to be attached with any kind of device
and it is much more practical for implementation. Usually, device-free localization techniques detect the changes in the wireless signal(s) caused by the appearance of the object(s) being tracked to estimate the corresponding location(s) [15, 16]. For device-free indoor localization, one can make use of the existing wireless network infrastructure such as
WiFi, which has been deployed almost everywhere indoors nowadays. Using the received
signal-strength indicators (RSSIs) easily recorded by the receiver(s), one can find the location of the object to be tracked.
In device-free localization, both transmitter(s) and receiver(s) are usually fixed and
they are placed beforehand and hence independent of any object’s location so that they
can sense the changes in the environment [17]. As the locations of the transmitter(s) and
the receiver(s) are fixed and any object being tracked may move freely, the positions of
such transmitter(s) and receiver(s) should play a crucial role in device-free localization.
It is obvious that one can expect more robust localization performance if the placement
of transmitter(s) and receiver(s) avoids the uncertainty due to relocation (addition, removal, or moving around) of furniture. Henceforth, in this study, we restrict the placement
of such transmitters and receivers to be exactly on or very close to the wall for easy connection to the electrical outlet and also to prevent people from accidentally bumping into
these communication devices (actually, it coincides with the scenario for most people to
place their WiFi routers indoors in reality). Moreover, the number of receivers used to col2

lect the RSSIs for indoor localization would definitely have a direct impact on the localization accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of the number of receivers and
how to place such receivers have never been investigated in the existing literature. In this
work, we will study the effect of the number of receiving antennas and that of the receiving antennas’ locations on the accuracy of device-free human-object localization.
1.3. Classification
In our proposed novel device-free indoor localization scheme, we formulate the indoor human-object localization problem as the classification problem. We first divide an
indoor environment into a number of equi-sized zones and then build a Random Forest
classifier (see [18]) to predict the zone where the human to be tracked is. During the localization system set-up, we will determine the optimal receiving antenna’s location for
covering each zone. Upon the placement of all receiving antennas accordingly, RSSI data
are collected and an offline training RSSI database is thus created over all zones. Finally,
a Random Forest learning system is trained with the above-stated RSSI database and during the test, the RSSIs measured in real time can serve as the input features to a learning
system to acquire the human object’s location information.
1.4. Multi-Resolution Classification with Progressive Learning
The classification based indoor localization methods requires a fixed number of
zones which needs to be pre-defined. This fixed number of zones limits the resolution
preventing localization error to saturating at a fixed value [19] based on the resolution.
Whenever the resolution (the number of zones) varies (usually becomes higher), classification methods have to discard the previous learned results from the rougher resolution
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(with a smaller number of zones) to retrain the model from scratch for the higher resolution (with a larger number of zones). Here we propose to use multi-resolution classification
for indoor localization where we use the information of localization from the previously
learned rougher resolution to the higher resolution progressively as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Illustration of progressive learning performed using multiple resolution of
zones.

1.5. Our Contribution
This work creates a new research avenue in the field of device free indoor localization. Some of our contributions are listed below:
 This thesis studies the placement of receiving antennas in an indoor environment
and its impact on localization accuracy.
 This study shows that the localization accuracy improves as the number of receivers increases.
 This work proposes the multi resolution progressive learning method using a Random Forest classifier that outperforms the single resolution classification in indoor
localization.

4

Chapter 2. Problem Statement and Hypothesis
This work tries to solve the problem of human target localization in an indoor
environment using radio-frequency fingerprinting. Since we are interested in device free
approach, the human target being localized (or tracked) does not have transceiver devices
tagged with them . All the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) being used for radiofrequency fingerprints are fixed in an indoor environment. Figure 2.1 illustrates an indoor
environment with a human target and a bunch of transmitters and receivers. Figure 2.1a
illustrates the indoor environment divided into four zones whereas Figure 2.1b has eight
zones. As the human target moves or even remains stationary, the RSSIs measured at the
receivers vary due to human’s movement or physical obstruction by the human body. One
may exploit such RSSIs to build a learning system that maps instantaneous RSSIs to the
corresponding human location. Since a universal mapping of RSSIs to precise human locations is very difficult to establish in practice, we simplify this location-estimation problem
into a corresponding classification problem. The RSSI(s) will serve as the input features
to the classifier and the zone the human target is located in will be the target class for the
classifier.
The localization accuracy or the location-estimation precision surely depends on
the zoning resolution (the size of a zone). The localization (classification) accuracy for
four zones (as illustrated by Figure 2.1a) would be higher than that for eight zones (as
illustrated by Figure 2.1b) according to [33]. Meanwhile, the location-estimation error (in
terms of Euclidean distance between the true location and the estimated location) would
This chapter was previously published as “Novel Cascade Classifier Using Multiresolution Progressive Learning for Device-Free Indoor Localization,” in IEEE Sensors Letters, vol. 5, no. 11, pp. 1-4, Nov.
2021, Art no. 6002504. Reprinted by permission of IEEE.
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of multi-resolution device-free indoor localization at multiple resolution using radio-frequency fingerprinting.
increase as the zone size grows. Even under a perfect classification performance, any such
classifier would be inflicted with the resolution error since it has to pick a representative
location estimate (usually the geometric center of a zone) every time.
Since building a classifier with higher zoning resolution will result in better localization estimation, in this work, we hypothesize that building a higher multi resolution classifier progressively will be more accurate than building the higher single resolution classifier. Here we introduce a concept of progressive learning where the information
learned by the classifier at the rougher resolution will be passed to the classifier at the
higher resolution as an input. As we move forward with increasing the resolution by increasing the number of zones in an indoor environment, we hypothesize the localization
estimation of the classifier at the higher level will be better than the single resolution classifier that doesn’t have information from the lower resolution classifiers.
2.1. Problem Formulation
Lets assume an indoor environment divided into multiple numbers of (say K=4, 8,
K
16, 32, 64, or 128) equi-sized rectangular zones denoted by Z1K , Z2K , . . ., ZK
. Thus, the

underlying device-free indoor localization problem can be formulated as follows. Given
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an arbitrary number of (say Q) receivers, we can collect Q instantaneous RSSIs from all
receivers as given by λ1 , λ2 , . . ., λQ to build a single-resolution classifier f (λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λQ )
such that

K
Ẑ K = f (λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λQ ), where Ẑ K ∈ Z1K , Z2K , · · · , ZK
.

(2.1)

We may further introduce the discrete-time indices t=1, 2, 3, . . . here. Consequently,
λ1 (t), λ2 (t), . . ., λQ (t) denote the RSSIs (input features) measured at time t accordingly.
Hence, the classification problem formulated by Eq. 2.1 can be rewritten as
Ẑ K (t) = f (λ1 (t), λ2 (t), · · · , λQ (t)) ,

(2.2)


K
where Ẑ K (t)∈ Z1K , Z2K , · · · , ZK
denotes the identified location (zone) of the human object by an appropriate single resolution classifier in terms of f (?) at time t.
Extending the Eq. 2.2, we can denote the multi-resolution classifier that takes output of the previous single-resolution classier as its input feature in addition to the RSSIs
as follows:
K



Ẑ (t) = f λ1 (t), λ2 (t), · · · , λQ (t), Ẑ

Kprev


(t) ,

(2.3)

where Ẑ Kprev (t) denotes predicted output by a classier of the previous smaller resolution.
For instance, if Ẑ K (t) is the output of the multi-resolution classifier with K = 64(where
K=4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128) then Ẑ Kprev (t) is the predicted output of the previous multiresolution classifier with K = 32 at time t.
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Chapter 3. Optimal Placement of Receiving Antenna
In device-free localization, transmitters and receivers are fixed in a room and
they are independent of the object(s) being tracked. As a matter of fact, the placement
of transmitters and receivers can make a huge difference in the corresponding location
estimation. We need to place transmitters and receivers so as to cover each point of the
room. A point is said to be covered by a transceiver if it has a line-of-sight (LoS) link to
at least one of the transceivers without any obstruction by wall(s).
Considering the realistic scenario of placement of WiFi routers, this work restricts
the placement of receivers and transmitters along the perimeter (closer to wall) of the
room. Doing so, it will provide easier access connection to the electrical outlet and also
prevents people from accidentally bumping into these communication devices. Also, this
work investigates how one can actually placed the communication devices at the optimal
location such that communication quality is optimized which is very crucial for the indoor
localization schemes using the radio frequency fingerprinting.
Optimal sensor placement schemes were proposed to minimize the number of sensors but how to determine the optimal sensor positions has not been discussed therein [20,
21]. Optimal cellular base-station location determination using the branch and bound
technique subject to the constraints of cost, received signal quality, and coverage area were
discussed but the underlying problem was discretized such that only some sampled (receiver) positions were considered (the overall system performance was therefore quite sensitive to the chosen sampling resolution) [22]. Similarly, a greedy method for sensor placeThis chapter was previously published as P. Neupane, G. Liu, H. -C. Wu, S. Y. Chang and J. Ye,
“Novel Optimal Multisensor Placement for Indoor Rectilinear Line-of-Sight Coverage,” in IEEE Sensors
Journal, vol. 21, no. 20, pp. 23435-23451, 15 Oct.15, 2021, doi: 10.1109/JSEN.2021.3107416. Reprinted
by permission of IEEE.
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ment to achieve cost minimization and information reconstruction was proposed by [23,
24] but sensor-placement optimization was not tackled therein. A ray-tracing technique
was proposed for the optimal placement of antennae in the indoor environment in [25,
26]; however, there exists no general mathematical and algorithmic approach that can be
adopted easily for other different complex indoor geometries without conducting the exhaustive simulations again and again.
Most of the existing literature is focused only on the minimization of the total
number of sensors to be placed for the full coverage of arbitrary geometry. Although a
handful of approaches in [22, 25, 26] did try to optimize the sensor locations also but, unfortunately, they either could be applied outdoors only (without walls or boundaries) or
had to rely on tedious simulations without any mathematical framework (systematic approach). To address the aforementioned serious drawbacks of the existing approaches, in
this work, a new approach is proposed to combat the sensor placement problem mathematically. Here, the optimal sensor location is chosen such that it minimizes the average
squared LoS-link Euclidean distance over the entire coverage area; this corresponds to a
continuous-optimization problem.
3.1. Optimization Objective for Higher Sensing Quality
The sensor/antenna under study here is assumed to be ominidirectional and the
sensing quality of the sensor/antenna considers only the Line-of-Sight connection between
the communication devices. In the case of indoor localization, if the receiving antenna covers the entire area under study then there will be no dead zones leading to better localization performances. Furthermore, if the receiving antenna is placed in such a way that

9

its average sensing quality is optimized, it can better sense the change of RSSIs eventually
leading to the better localization of the target.
For an indoor geometry which can be delineated as a rectilinear polygon A, we
want to place a sensor/antenna on the perimeter such that the sensor/antenna can have
the optimal average sensing-quality (e.g., the average received signal-strength) across its
coverage area. Based on the Friis transmission equation in [27], the received power Trec of
an unobstructed LoS signal path according to the free-space path-loss model in [28, 29, 30]
can be expressed by

Trec = Grec Gtra

λ
4πR

2
Ttra ,

(3.1)

where Grec and Gtra specify the antenna gains for the receiver and the transmitter, respectively. Similarly, Ttra and Trec denote the transmitting and receiving powers, respectively.
Note that λ is the wave length and R is the propagation distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. If the system configuration stays the same across all transmitters (receivers), the only variable in Eq. (3.1) is the propagation distance R. Consequently, one
can simply relate the received power Trec to the propagation distance as given by
Trec (R) ∝

1
,
R2

(3.2)

where “∝” means “is proportional to”. Note that the sensing performance model given
by Eq. (3.2) has been widely utilized for wireless sensor networks such as [31]. Let ~rs =
def

(rx , ry ) be a feasible sensor location and ~rp = (x, y) be an arbitrary point in its visible
region A ⊂ A. Note that A “feasible sensor location” ~rs of a subregion A ⊂ A satisfies
that ~rs belongs to the perimeter of A and there exists an LoS connection between ~rs and
~rp without any obstruction for all ~rp ∈ A. The Euclidean distance between ~rs and ~rp can
10

thus be expressed by k~rs − ~rp k and Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten as


Trec (R) = Trec k~rs − ~rp k ∝

1
.
k~rs − ~rp k2

(3.3)

The aggregate received power T rec (~rs ) over the entire coverage area A with respect to a
sensor’s location ~rs is related to the integral of 1/ k~rs − ~rp k2 as given by
def

Z



Trec k~rs − ~rp k d~rp

T rec (~rs ) =

~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

Z

1
d~rp ,
(3.4)
rs − ~rp k2
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs ) k~
n
o
def
where “\” is the set difference operator and N (~rs ) = ~rs +(x, y)|0≤|x|,|y|< ( is a small
∝

positive number) represents a small neighborhood around ~rs . Note that the neighborhood
of ~rs is excluded to prevent the integral in Eq. (3.4) from diverging. Obviously, the overall received power, or the sensing performance, reaches the optimality as the last integral
in Eq. (3.4) is maximized. Nonetheless, there exists no analytic (closed-form) result from
such an integral [32]. On the other hand, we know
Z
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

1
× k~rs − ~rp k d~rp =
k~rs − ~rp k

Z
1 d~rp
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

= Ar(A) − 2 ,

(3.5)

where Ar(A) denotes the area of the geometry A. According to Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we can write
!2

Z

Z
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

1
× k~rs − ~rp k d~rp
≤
rs − ~rp k
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs ) k~
Z
1
rp ×
k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp .
2 d~
k~rs − ~rp k
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

(3.6)

Consequently, from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), we have
Z
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )


2
Ar(A) − 2
1
d~rp ≥ R
.
2
k~rs − ~rp k2
k~
r
−
~
r
k
~
r
s
p
p
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )
11

(3.7)

According to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7), the maximization of T rec (~rs ) is equivalent to the maximization of the last integral in Eq. (3.4), which is lower-bounded by the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.7). In other words, we may maximize T rec (~rs ) by maximizing its lower bound (the
right-hand side in Eq. (3.7)) in a loose sense. Therefore, the maximization of the average
received power is given by
2

T rec (~rs )
[Ar(A) − 2 ]
≈ max
.
max
R
~
rs Ar(A)
~
rs
Ar(A)
k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp
~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

(3.8)

Since
2

[Ar(A) − 2 ]
Ar(A) ~rp ∈A\N (~rs ) k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp
Z
k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp ,
= min

max
~
rs

R

~
rs

(3.9)

~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

we have
T rec (~rs )
≈ min
max
~
rs
~
rs
Ar(A)

Z

k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp .

(3.10)

~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

Note that
Z

k~rs − ~rp k d~rp =

lim
→0

Z

2

k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp .

(3.11)

~
rp ∈A

~
rp ∈A\N (~
rs )

Now the right integral in Eq. (3.11) is analytic and it will not diverge. Hence, the average squared Euclidean distance JA (~rs ) with respect to a sensor location ~rs and the coverage
area A ∈ A can thus be employed as the objective function (for approximating the maximization of the average received power T rec (~rs )/Ar(A)) such that
1
JA (~rs ) =
Ar(A)
def

Z

k~rs − ~rp k2 d~rp .

(3.12)

~
rp ∈A

Consequently, the optimal sensor location ~rsopt is given by
~rsopt = argmin JA (~rs ).
~
rs

12

(3.13)

For a complex indoor geometry A, we can partition it into n rectilinear shapes as
def

A = {A1 , A2 , · · · , An } such that A =

n
S

Ai . Let R denote the set of the locations of n

i=1
def

corresponding sensors such that R = {~rs1 , ~rs2 , · · · , ~rsn }. Accordingly, the metric defined by
Eq. (3.12) can be further extended for multiple sensors as follows:

JA (R) =

n
X
j=1

1
Ar(Aj )

Z

~rsj − ~rp

2

d~rp .

(3.14)

~
rp ∈Aj

Similarly, the optimal set of sensor locations is given by
Ropt = argmin JA (R).

(3.15)

R

3.2. Optimal Antenna Location in a Rectangular Room
Rectangles and squares are the simplest rectilinear shapes. Rectangular area can
be covered by a single sensor/antenna provided that the diagonal of the rectangle is less
than or equal to the sensing range of the sensor/antenna. Henceforth, let’s start with the
investigation of an arbitrary rectangular now.

Figure 3.1. Illustration of an arbitrary rectangular geometry (indoor area) A for sensor
placement.
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Figure 3.1 illustrates an L × H rectangular indoor geometry A whose lower-left
def

coordinates are specified as (x00 , y00 ). Let ~rs0 = (x00 + rx , y00 ) denote a feasible sensor lodef

cation along the bottom peripheral side where 0≤rx ≤L. Similarly, one can also let ~rs0 =

(x00 , y00 + ry ) denote a feasible sensor location along the left peripheral side where 0≤ry ≤H.
For computational simplicity, let’s consider the new axes x and y with the origin coinciddef

def

ing with the lower-left corner of this rectangle such that x =x0 −x00 and y =y 0 −y00 . Thus the
aforementioned sensor location can be represented by
def

(3.16)

def

(3.17)

~rs = (rx , 0), rx ∈ [0, L]
or
~rs = (0, ry ), ry ∈ [0, H]

in the new coordinate system. Besides, in the x-y coordinate system, the original rectangular indoor geometry can be described as
n
o
def
A = ~rp = (x, y) rx ∈ [0, L] and ry ∈ [0, H] .
def

(3.18)

According to the objective function for optimizing sensing performance (or reception quality) given by Eq. (3.12), we have
1
JA (~rs ) =
LH
def

ZH L−r
Z x
0


x2 + y 2 dx dy

(3.19)


x2 + y 2 dx dy

(3.20)

−rx

if ~rs is along the x-axis or
1
JA (~rs ) =
LH
def

H−r
Z yZL

−ry

0
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if ~rs is along the y-axis. Note
1
JA (~rs ) =
LH

Z x
ZH L−r
0


x2 + y 2 dx dy

−r

x


1 H (L − rx )3 H rx3 H 3 L
=
+
+
LH
3
3
3
2
2
H +L
= rx2 − L rx +
3

2
L
H 2 L2
=
rx −
+
+
2
3
12

(3.21)

if ~rs is along the x-axis. Similarly,
1
JA (~rs ) =
LH

H−r
Z yZL

−ry


=

ry −

H
2


x2 + y 2 dx dy

0

2
+

L2 H 2
+
3
12

(3.22)

if ~rs is along the y-axis. Obviously, both Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) are typical quadratic programs. The optimal solution to either of these two quadratic programs is either rx = L/2
(ry = H/2) if such a solution is feasible (the corresponding sensor location ~rs is on the
wall) or the feasible rx (ry ) which is closest to L/2 (H/2). Note that if both x- and y-axes
contain feasible sensor locations, we need to first calculate the respective optimal solutions
~rs,optx-axis and ~rs,opty-axis according to the above arguments. The overall optimal sensor location
~rsopt is determined as

~rsopt =





~rs,optx-axis ,



if JA ~rs,optx-axis ≤ JA ~rs,opty-axis ,




~rs,opty-axis ,

if JA ~rs,optx-axis > JA ~rs,opty-axis .

(3.23)




Therefore the optimal location of a receiving antenna for better average sensing quality
can be computed using Eq.(3.23) in any rectangular room or zone.
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Chapter 4. Data Acquisition
The process of indoor localization is can be dived into two major stage: offline data
acquisition and online localization and tracking (see Chapter 5). This chapter talks about
the first stage: offline data acquisition.
4.1. Experimental Setup
Unlike the rigorous measurements technique adopted in [17], which is very impractical, we propose to emulated the propagation model for any indoor floor plan by the popular Feko Software [36]. The Feko software accounts for all real world scattering properties of electromagnetic waves. Figure 4.1 illustrates an emulated indoor environment of
dimension 20m×10m (comparable to the average size of auditorium/hall) with a bunch of
furniture including a table, a chair, and a cupboard. The material properties of walls are
defined as concrete whereas all the doors, windows, and furniture are defined as wooden.
Three transmitting antennae each of 0.5 Watt and with a center frequency of 2.4 GHz
while sixteen receiving antennae are placed close to the wall as shown by Figure 4.1 below.
Receivers are placed optimally according to discussion in Section 3.
4.2. Data Collection
To sample the training data, a two-dimensional sample grid with both x- and ydirectional spacing as 0.25m is created. Then in every time instant t, a human object is
placed at a sample grid point and the corresponding RSSIs: λ1 (t), λ2 (t), . . ., λQ (t) are
measured by Q receiving antennae and the true human location (in terms of the zone),

K
say Γ(t)∈ Z1K , Z2K , · · · , ZK
, is also registered. This sampling process needs to continue
This chapter was previously published as “Novel Cascade Classifier Using Multiresolution Progressive Learning for Device-Free Indoor Localization,” in IEEE Sensors Letters, vol. 5, no. 11, pp. 1-4, Nov.
2021, Art no. 6002504. Reprinted by permission of IEEE.
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of an emulated indoor experimental setup with a door, two windows, and some furniture. A human object in red specifies the starting position of a typical walking trajectory where green arrows indicate his/her instantaneous moving directions.
for t=1, 2, . . ., T as the human object is placed at every possible grid point over time. On
the other hand, the test data (RSSIs) are also collected by letting the human object make
multiple (arbitrary) trajectories in the room. A typical trajectory is shown by Figure 4.1
where a human object in red walks along a trajectory specified by green arrows. At each
time instant t of simulation, the RSSIs and true human location are recorded as part of
the test data. In order to imitate the real-world environment closely, all of those scattering properties were enabled during data acquisition to imitate the real-world environment closely. Unlike all of the existing classification-based indoor-localization techniques,
our approach is a resolution-refining process to enable the progressive learning, which can
“learn and accumulate” more and more precise information by gradually increasing the
resolution parameter K=4,8,16,. . .. Note that the setting of transmitters and receivers remains the same even if the resolution parameter K increases. Thus, the training/test data
set R can be collected as given by
R=

o
T S
K n
S
λ1 (t), λ2 (t), · · · , λQ (t) Γ(t) = ZiK ,
t=1 i=1

17

(4.1)

for K=4,8,16,. . ., where ZiK denotes the i-th zone subject to the resolution parameter


K. Note that each RSSI feature vector λ1 (t), λ2 (t), · · · , λQ (t) in the same RSSI data
set would correspond to a different zone within a new set of zones {ZiK }K
i=1 whenever the
number of zones K changes. For instance, an RSSI feature vector corresponding to the human’s initial location in Figure 4.1 is located within Z14 for K=4 and within Z38 for K=8,
respectively.
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Chapter 5. Methods
This chapter presents the second stage where the actual online localization of human object is carried out.
5.1. Multi-resolution (MR) Cascaded Classifier
According to Eq. (4.1), one can establish a data set R that contains instantaneous
RSSI features λ1 (t), λ2 (t), . . ., λQ (t) together with the ground-truth zone information Γ(t),
t=1,2,. . .,T for multiple resolutions: K=2` , `=2,3,4,. . .. For each resolution parameter K,
the underlying indoor localization problem can be treated as a K-hypothesis test. In this
work, we propose to adopt the random forest classifier to construct a classification function f (?) as defined by Eq. (2.3) since the random forest scheme has shown the superior
performance for indoor localization to those resulting from other learning methods according to our latest work in [34].
According to [19], the localization (classification) accuracy would be higher for
a lower zoning resolution (i.e., a smaller K) but in an opposite way for the locationestimation precision. To deal with this tradeoff, we propose to cascade the random
forest classifiers subject to different zoning resolutions (different K values) such that the
information learned from a lower-resolution classifier is incorporated into a yet-higherresolution classifier to improve the robustness. The rationale of our proposed MR cascade
classifier is to augment a high-resolution classifier with the information already learned
by a low-resolution classifier which often achieves a better localization accuracy than
the high-resolution scheme. As the ultimate objective is to boost the location-estimation
This chapter was previously published as “Novel Cascade Classifier Using Multiresolution Progressive Learning for Device-Free Indoor Localization,” in IEEE Sensors Letters, vol. 5, no. 11, pp. 1-4, Nov.
2021, Art no. 6002504. Reprinted by permission of IEEE.
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Figure 5.1. MR Cascaded Classifier
precision, the proposed cascade classifier could further improve such performance because
it benefits from learned results across multiple resolutions while the existing approach
cannot. In our proposed cascade architecture as illustrated by Figure 5.1, the classifier subject to a higher zoning resolution takes the output (location estimates) of the
immediately-lower-resolution classifier in tandem with the RSSIs as its feature vector (the
instantaneous feature-vector size is thus Q+1). In this work, the random forest classifier
with 100 trees and Gini index as splitting criteria is adopted as CK for the resolution
parameter K in Figure 5.1. Note that the classifier at the first resolution level CKf irst of
MR Cascaded Classifier does not have any input other than the instantaneous RSSIs.
Using thus mentioned MR Cascaded Classifier one can localize the human object at a
given instance of time using the instantaneous RSSIs.
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Chapter 6. Results
This section presents results of different experiments carried throughout this research work.
6.1. Reception Quality Versus Sensor/Antenna Location
We apply the Feko [36] channel-propagation modeling software to emulate a
6m×2m rectangular room with the concrete walls of 20 cm thickness to investigate the
effect of sensor (router) locations on the reception quality. The transmitting antennae
have the same simulation settings as those specified in Section 4.1. We first place the
def

router antenna at the lower-left corner of the room (say ~rs = (0, 0) with coordinate units
in meter).The position of the router antenna is then moved towards the right by 1 m at a
time along the bottom side (the x-axis) such that new positions of the router antenna can
def

be expressed by ~rs =(q, 0) where q=0, 1, 2, . . ., 6. The average received signal-strength indicators (RSSIs) are then computed over the entire area (averages over the RSSI intensity
maps) of this rectangular room for the router antenna placed at each of the aforementioned seven different positions. Figure 6.1 demonstrates the two-dimensional RSSI
intensity maps (pinkness corresponds to the highest value while blueness corresponds to
the lowest value) with respect to the seven different sensor (transmitting router-antenna)
locations.
Figure 6.2 delineates the average RSSIs versus q where the sensor (transmitting
This chapter was previously published as “Novel Cascade Classifier Using Multiresolution Progressive Learning for Device-Free Indoor Localization,” in IEEE Sensors Letters, vol. 5, no. 11, pp. 1-4, Nov.
2021, Art no. 6002504, and P. Neupane, G. Liu, H. -C. Wu, S. Y. Chang and J. Ye, “Novel Optimal Multisensor Placement for Indoor Rectilinear Line-of-Sight Coverage,” in IEEE Sensors Journal, vol. 21, no.
20, pp. 23435-23451, 15 Oct.15, 2021, and P. Neupane, G. Liu, H. -C. Wu, W. Xiang, S. Y. Chang and Y.
Wu, “Novel DeviceFree Indoor Human Localization using Wireless Radio-Frequency Fingerprinting,” 2021
IEEE International Symposium on Broadband Multimedia Systems and Broadcasting (BMSB), 2021, pp.
1-7. Reprinted by permission of IEEE.
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Figure 6.1. The two-dimensional downlink RSSI intensity maps with respect to the seven
different sensor (transmitting router-antenna) locations, which are produced by the
Feko channel-propagation emulator. Note that white circles illustrate the sensor (routerantenna) locations.
router-antenna) location is (q, 0) as previously described. According to Figure 6.2, the
maximum average RSSI = −6.265 dBm occurs when the router is placed at (3m, 0m),
which, actually, coincides with the derived optimal location ~rsopt according to Eq. (3.23).
Thus, it justifies that the optimal sensor placement resulting from our proposed approach
leads to the best average reception quality over this room.
6.2. Effect of number of Antenna
Here we study the effect of the number of receiving antennae on localization accuracy. For this study, we collect data corresponding to different numbers of receiving antennae, namely Q=3, 4, . . ., 16 while maintaining the rest of the simulation set-up (such as
the number of transmitters, the transmitters’ positions, the number of zones, and the moving trajectory of a human object) unchanged. In order to quantify the effect of the num-
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Figure 6.2. The average RSSIs versus q where the sensor (router-antenna) location is (q, 0)
at the bottom edge of the room demonstrated in Figure 6.1.
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ber of receivers on the distinguishability among training RSSIs feature vectors, we perform
the well-known multi-class linear discriminat analysis (MLDA) in this section. Let C be
the covariance matrix of all feature vectors in the RQ dataset and Cb be the between-class
scatter matrix as given by
n

Cb =

1X
(µi − µ) (µi − µ)T ,
n i=1

(6.1)

where n specifies the total number of classes (which is equivalent to the total number of
zones in our focused problem), µi (the i-th class mean) denotes the mean vector over all
feature vectors belonging to the i-th class, and µ represents the mean of all feature vectors
in the RQ dataset.
We can consider the pencil of matrices (C, Cb ) now. The Rayleigh quotient of this
pencil is given by
v T Cb v
,
vT C v

(6.2)

where v denotes a non-trivial vector or kvk =
6 0. The maximum separability among all
classes in the MLDA is characterized by
max
v

v T Cb v
,
vT C v

(6.3)

which is equivalent to the largest eigen value of C −1 Cb . Figure 6.3 depicts the largest eigen
value of C −1 Cb versus the number of receivers Q. Note that the receivers are placed optimally according to the approach addressed in Section 3. The largest eigen value of C −1 Cb
is monotonically increasing with the number of receivers as the dimension of the feature
space increases with Q. Note that the larger the C −1 Cb is, the better the differentiation
between the classes.
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Figure 6.3. The largest eigen values of C −1 Cb versus the number of receivers (Q) according
to the MLDA.
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In order to back the difference in features shown by Figure 6.3, two sets of RSSIs
data were collected for different values of Q keeping the zoning resolution K = 8. Dataset
R8 was collected when Q = 8 (using just eight receiving antennae) whereas the other
dataset R16 was collected when Q = 16 (using sixteen receiving antennae) while keeping the everything else constant in the experimental setup. Then two identical random
forest classifier with 100 trees and Gini index as splitting criteria was trained and tested.
Classification performance using those two classifiers using R8 and R16 shown in Table 6.1
that depicts the higher localization accuracy while using a higher number of antennae for
the RSSIs feature collection. This phenomenon coincides with the MLDA illustrated in
Figure 6.3.
Table 6.1. Comparing Localization Accuracies using Different Numbers of Receiving Antenna.
Dataset Accuracy
R8
67.50%
R16
77.50%

AUC
0.914
0.971

6.3. Ablation Study
To manifest the discrepancy between the conventional single-resolution classifier
and our proposed multi-resolution cascade classifier, the comparison is made using the ablation study. Whenever a connection to previous resolution classifier is removed from the
current resolution classifier in a MR Classifier shown in Figure 5.1 the cascaded connection
no longer exists and single resolution classifier is what remains.
6.3.1. Single-resolution (SR) Classifier
A single-resolution classifier is usually adopted (as the conventional approach) to
tackle the classification-based indoor localization problem. In this approach, a classifier is
26

Multi-resolution Classific
Localization

trained subject to a fixed resolution parameter K [35]. The learned information and architecture by the single-resolution classifier across different resolutions (different K val-

• Flat Classifiers- Classifier 1

ues) are independent of each other as illustrated by Figure 6.4 and therefore it cannot facilitate any progressive learning. Let CK represent a classifier trained for K zones, where
K=4,8,. . .,128 as illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Identify 4 zones

RSSIs

RSSIs

Identify 8 zones
Identify 16 zones

Identify 32 zones
Identify 64 zones
Identify 128 zones
Figure 6.4. SR Classifier

Here the individual classifiers CK are random forest classifier with 100 trees and
Gini index as splitting criteria identical to the one used in MR Classifier in Section 5.1.
The only difference between the MR Cascaded classifier and the convectional SR classifier
is that we prune have the information passage of the localization from a rougher resolution
to higher resolution.
For this ablation study using SR classifier, in our simulation, 2972 training and 783
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testing samples were collected. All these data were collected with Q = 16 receiving antenna and the maximum resolution K of study was fixed to 128. The evaluation metrics
used in this ablation are follows:
Localization Accuracy
Let’s define a localization accuracy computing function ψ(α, β) by

ψ(α, β) =





1,

if α = β,




0,

if α 6= β.

(6.4)

Given a period of observation time, say t = 1, 2, . . . , T , the localization accuracy can thus
be measured as
T

1 X  K
ψ Γi (t), ẐiK (t) × 100%.
T t=1

(6.5)

where ΓK
i (t) is the ground truth zone information of the human target being localized and
ẐiK (t) is the predicted zone of the human at time instant t.
Figure 6.5 depicts the localization (classification) accuracies (i.e., probabilities of
correct zone identification) resulting from the SR and MR cascade classifiers for the aforementioned test data set corresponding to different resolution K=4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128.
Table 6.2 shows the accuracy of MR cascade and SR classifier for different zoning resolution. According to Figure 6.5 and Table 6.2, our proposed new MR cascade classifier
outperforms the conventional SR classifier for all resolutions K≥8. Meanwhile, the localization accuracy decreases if the resolution parameter K increases as expected according
to Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of the localization (classification) accuracies (%) versus K,

Table 6.2. Localization Accuracies of SR and MR Cascade Classifier subject to different
zoning resolution.
Resolution SR Classifier Accuracy
K=4
91.26%
K=8
83.39%
K = 16
76.40%
K = 32
65.38%
K = 64
56.82%
K = 128
40.04%
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MR Cascade Classifier Accuracy
91.26%
85.66%
80.42%
75.52%
63.81%
53.33%

Location-estimation Precision
The ultimate objective measure, the average location-estimation error δK (for clas
sifying K zones) between the actual human location x(t), y(t) and the location estimate

x̂(t), ŷ(t) which corresponds to the geometric center of the classified zone, can be calculated as
T q
1 X
δK =
[x(t) − x̂(t)]2 + [y(t) − ŷ(t)]2 ,
T t=1

(6.6)

where T is the total number of test data samples. Furthermore, [19] provides the mathematical relation to compute average resolution errors E(2a, 2b) for a rectangular zone of
dimensions 2a × 2b subject to 100% classification accuracy. Using the same relation, average resolution error with respect to different resolution parameter K used in our experiment is computed and illustrated in Table 6.3.
Number of Zones (K)
4
8
16
32
64
128

2a (m)
10
5
5
2.5
2.5
1.25

2b (m)
5
5
2.5
2.5
1.25
1.25

E(2a, 2b) (m)
2.9662
1.9130
1.4831
0.9565
0.7415
0.4782

Table 6.3. Average resolution errors over a 2a m×2b m zone subject to 100% classification
accuracy.

In fact, the average resolution error given by Eq. (4) is the optimal average
location-estimation error for any classification-based indoor localization method. Therefore, the approximation ratio (AR) σK for classifying K zones is given by
σK = δK /E(2a, 2b).

(6.7)

Figure 6.6 delineates the average location-estimation errors δK and approximation ratios
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σK resulting from the conventional SR classifier and our proposed new MR cascade classifier. Table 6.4 provides the corresponding values of average location-estimation errors δK
and approximation ratios σK subject to different zoning resolution for both SR and MR
Cascade classifier. According to Figure 6.5, δK decreases as K increases. It implies that
we actually improve the location-estimation precision by increasing the zoning resolution
though reducing the localization (classification) accuracy in the meantime. Also, the approximation ratio of our proposed MR cascaded classier is lower than the SR classifier.
Again, the proposed MR cascade classifier outperforms the conventional SR classifier as
illustrated by Figure 6.6.

SR Classifier
MR Cascade Classifier
SR Classifier
MR Cascade Classifier

3

3
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2
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1
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Figure 6.6. Comparison of the average location-estimation errors δK (meter) and approximation ratios σK versus K.
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Table 6.4. Location-estimation error δK and approximation ratios σK of SR and MR Cascade Classifier subject to different zoning resolution.
Resolution SR δK
K=4
3.038
K=8
2.185
K = 16
1.827
K = 32
1.483
K = 64
1.432
K = 128
1.331

MR δK
3.038
2.163
1.780
1.399
1.396
1.250

SR σK
1.025
1.143
1.233
1.551
1.933
2.784

MR σK
1.025
1.131
1.202
1.463
1.884
2.628

6.4. Computational Analysis
The base learning classifier used in this study is Random Forest classifier. Accord

ing to [37], training time-complexity of the random-forest classifier is O M T d log(T ) ,
where M , T , and d denote the total number of trees, the total number of training samples, and the feature-vector size, respectively. The number of random-forest classifiers are
involved in both of the SR and MR cascade classifiers are same but the only difference in
their architecture is the feature-vector. For a SR classifier, size of the feature vector d is
d=Q and for the MR cascaded classifier, size of the feature vector is d=Q+1. The added
term of one corresponds to the extra input information that the MR cascaded classifier receives from previous resolution classifier. Consequently, using these information, the training time-complexities of these two classifier architectures are summarized in Table 6.5 below.
Classifier Architecture
Training Time-Complexity


SR Classifier
O γM T d log(T )


MR Cascade Classifier
O (γ − 1)M T (d + 1) log(T ) + M T d log(T )
Table 6.5. Time-complexity comparison of between SR and MR cascade classifier (the
total number of resolutions (different K’s) is denoted by γ)
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
In this work, a new approach of device free indoor localization is proposed. Unlike
other existing methods that require a human target to be localized to carry transceiver devices, this device free localization does not require the target to be coupled with any sort
of devices. This work also proposes a convenient measurement-free method to generate
the necessary offline training data which only relies on the indoor floor plan. Then the received signal strength indicators acquired by different receiving antennae are emulated and
collected to form the training feature datasets.
In contrast to the existing classification-based indoor localization schemes all relying on single-resolution architectures, we design a new multi-resolution cascade classifier
to refine and reuse the valuable information from the lower resolution to the higher resolution. This propagation of information in a progressive way from lower to higher resolution, helped multi-resolution cascade classifier to achieve both better localization accuracy and better location-estimation precision. Using the RSSI data generated by a popular
propagation-channel emulator Feko, proposed new multi-resolution cascade classifier lead
to a promising location-estimation precision of 1.25m (approximate meter-level) while using the maximum resolution of 128 zones each of size 2.5m × 2.5m.

This chapter was previously published as “Novel Cascade Classifier Using Multiresolution Progressive Learning for Device-Free Indoor Localization,” in IEEE Sensors Letters, vol. 5, no. 11, pp. 1-4, Nov.
2021, Art no. 6002504. Reprinted by permission of IEEE.
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